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persona.ro. rompiendo las maldiciones. rompiendo las cadenas. the human body is like a yoke.
we want to lift up the body above the spirit, rather than lifting up the spirit above the body. the
yoke is designed to pull a plough. the yoke is only for a time. when we were god's children, the
yoke was very easy to understand. the yoke is not meant to enslave; it is meant to help people

as they follow jesus. frank hammond rompiendo las maldiciones: rompiendolas cadenas. the
name 'soul tie' is an unfortunate one. it implies that there is a claim to ownership of our souls, a

claim that i do not make. souls are too sacred to be put into the hands of some dangerous
person or some business enterprise. souls that belong to god alone. i feel sorry for any who

would place claims over our souls. the same holds for 'eternal companionship'. that is
something that belongs to god alone. to say that we are a soul tie with a particular person is to
put that person in charge of our soul, something that is unacceptable. i do not even recommend

the term'soul tie'. it conjures up images of an evil force that wants to enslave us. frank
hammond rompiendo las maldiciones: rompiendolas cadenas. soul ties are perversions of the

holy spirit into a relationship with the wrong kind of people. frank hammond has explained this
relationship in more detail in his earlier book behold! heavenly fulfillment in christ. his book,

soul tie, may also be helpful in clarifying these issues. the term soul tie was created by
charismatic evangelical revivalism. the term has been very widely used by those raised in those

environments. i believe that the term'soul tie' is not appropriate in christian circles. it
encourages evil to think that they are the owners of our souls. the bible speaks of spirit ties and
various forms of spiritual connections. these are created by a loving personal relationship with
god the father and the lord jesus christ. these are pleasant things. theologically, the holy spirit
is quite comfortable with them. however, we are to be careful not to mix spiritual things with

human relationships, which always leads to disaster. 5ec8ef588b
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